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NEW MEXICO FIREFIGHTERS TRAINING ACADEMY 
PROTECTIVE ENSEMBLE INSPECTION FORM 

 

COURSE TITLE: COURSE NUMBER: 

NAME: DATE: INSPECTED BY: 

DATE OF PUCHASE (If known): 

 
COAT YES NO 

Is there a tag indicating coat meets NFPA Standard?   

If not, is there a tag indicating coat meets any Standard?   

Which Standard?   

Is vapor barrier intact?   

Is thermal barrier intact?   

Is outer shell intact?   

Is there any contamination of the outer shell or any 
liner?   

Is there any separation of the seams of the outer shell or 
any liners?   

Is coat acceptable for use?   

GLOVES 
Is there a tag indicating gloves met NFPA Standard?   

If not, is there a tag indicating gloves meet any 
Standard?   

Which Standard?   

Are there any tears or seam separations to outer shell?   

Are the liners intact?   

Is there any contamination of the outer shell or any 
liners?   

Are gloves acceptable for use?   

BOOTS      
Is there a tag indicating the boots meet NFPA Standard?   

If not, is there a tag indicating boots meet any Standard?   

Which Standard:   

Are there any tears or abrasions that would allow water 
or heat to penetrate?   

Are boots acceptable for use?   
   

PANTS YES NO 

Is there a tag indicating pants meet NFPA Standard?   

If not, is there a tag indicating pants meet any Standard?   
Which Standard?   

Is the vapor barrier intact?   

Is the thermal barrier intact?   

Is the outer shell intact?   

Is there any contamination of the outer shell or any 
liner?   

Is there any separation of the seams of the outer shell or 
any liner?   

Are pants acceptable for use?   

HELMETS  
Is there a tag indicating helmet meets NFPA Standard?   

If not, is there a tag indicating helmet meets any 
Standard?   

Which Standard?   

Is the visor attached and without cracks?   

Does the helmet have flaps for protection of ears and 
neck?   

Is the outer shell dented or cracked?   

Is helmet acceptable for use?   

HOOD   
Is the hood made from NOMEX, PBI or any other 
retardant material?   

Is the hood intact?   

Is there any contamination of outer shell or any liner?   

Is the hood long enough to protect ears and neck?   

Is hood acceptable for use?   

 

 
WHICH EQUIPMENT FAILED INITIAL INSPECTON? 

REASON FOR FAILURE? 

WAS EQUIPMENT REPLACED? WITH WHAT? 

 

WAS VARIANCE FROM STANDARD GRANTED? WHY?  

 

PRINT NAME OF PERSON GRANTING VARIANCE: 

SIGNATURE OF PERSON GRANTING VARIANCE: 


